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- Issues Addressed in Draft -05
- Next Steps
Issues Addressed in -05

- **nested choices** [REVIEW]
  #24 opened 20 days ago by abierman

- **guidelines for use of extensions** [REVIEW]
  #23 opened on Sep 8 by abierman

- **YANG model specified by other SDO** [REVIEW]
  #22 opened on Jul 21 by bclaise

- **Reusable grouping** [REVIEW]
  #21 opened on Jul 21 by bclaise

- **Prefix naming advice/convention** [REVIEW]
  #20 opened on Jul 20 by bclaise

- **RFC 2119 keywords within YANG modules** [REVIEW]
  #19 opened on Jul 15 by bclaise

- **Any advice on the operational state?** [REVIEW]
  #18 opened on May 13 by bclaise

- **Convention for YANG modules with RFCs that must be treated as examples** [REVIEW]
  #17 opened on Apr 28 by bclaise

- **augment with mandatory nodes** [REVIEW]
  #13 opened on Apr 20 by abierman
Next Steps

- Wait for document reviews
- Wait until YANG 1.1 is ready to start WGLC